Agency Correction
LSA Document #15-240(AC)

Under IC 4-22-2-38, corrects the following typographical, clerical, or spelling errors in LSA Document #15-240(E), posted at 20150729-IR-045150240ERA:

1. In SECTION 10(a), in the first sentence after "that" insert "have".
2. In SECTION 10(d), after "claims", delete "they" and insert "to have".
3. In SECTION 11(a), in the second sentence after "when", delete "they" and insert "the taxpayer".
4. In SECTION 11(a), in the second sentence, delete "sign" and insert "signs".

Filed with Publisher: July 30, 2015, 10:32 a.m.
Under IC 4-22-2-38(g)(2), this correction takes effect 45 days from the date and time filed with the Publisher.
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